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The author on Barty. Shortened working trot, right. Nicely bent while going deeply through the
corner. Here the horse is more ‘upright’, and is laterally more ‘even’ under the rider’s seat than in
the photos on page 34. But the poll has gotten too low. More energy is needed to bring the horse
better in front of the rider, and therefore gain the desired raising of the poll. Photo, George Ross.
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CHAPTER V

On Bending and Guiding

Introduction
5.0	The concepts of bending and guiding are perhaps intellectually
quite clear, but in practice they are often muddled. This causes
much difficulty for both horse and rider. Though this subject
clearly belongs under the heading of ‘aiding’, this chapter has been
dedicated solely to bending and guiding, specifically to describe
the difference between these two concepts. Some useful exercises
are also suggested to help clarify this distinction in practice.


Definitions
5.1	– 	Bending refers only to forming a lateral ‘arc’ or ‘bend’ we
intend to achieve in the horse’s body or spine from head to
tail (left bend or right bend). This concept also involves lateral
‘flexion’ (bending or softening) behind the horse’s inside ear
and jaw.
– 	Guiding, steering, and turning are all synonyms for another
concept: the task of navigating the horse in the direction, the
school figure or path we intend him to follow.
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Can they bend? Have a look!
5.2	Are horses able to bend in their bodies, their spines? Though there
seems to be some controversy about this topic, it is fairly easy
to ascertain. However, we need to avoid the blinding effects of
preconceived notions. For example, we just need to take the time
to quietly observe horses when they are lying down, curled up in
their stall; or if we have the opportunity to see horses scratching themselves on their flanks or ‘where the foal sucks’; not to
mention seeing large horses turn themselves around in a cramped
wash-stall or, more amazingly yet, in a horse trailer! That we as
riders may have difficulty accessing such lateral spinal flexibility
is a different matter altogether. But, just like achieving correct
deep bending or flexing of the three major joints of the hind legs,
essential for lowering the croup and achieving true collection,
bending horses laterally in their spine should not be forced but
needs to be tactfully invited and encouraged (10.4, 10.25–10.38,
10.42).

5
5.2

What comes first?
5.3	First, forward energy, assure balance, then the guiding/bending
aids become easier and achieve better results.

A truck?
5.4	If the horse steers like a truck, we have not helped him to go sufficiently forward in balance.

Vital!
5.5	The motto for all a) guiding aids, b) halting, c) half-halting, or d)
rein-back is: Both reins even (equal value, even influence), keep
the neck the same. This means we must avoid any unintentional
altering of the lateral bend in the neck during the above mentioned actions. Always keep the neck laterally the same! Unintentional changing of the neck causes loss of alignment and
balance, and poor directional control of the horse (5.28, 5.29,
5.34, 5.35, 10.10–10.12).
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Optimum
5.6	The time-honoured criteria for the ideal amount of bend in the
horse’s neck is that we should see no more than a glimpse of the
inside eye and nostril rim. For exceptions during training, i.e.
temporary corrective measures, see 6.3.

5

5.6

Like a babe in a cradle
5.7 	Always cradle the horse’s shoulders well between the seat bones,
knees/legs and reins during bending or changing the rein. The
foundation of successful cradling is to be resting evenly on both
seat bones. Be especially aware of the new inside leg and the new
outside rein before and during bending or changing the rein.

No ‘pop-out’
5.8 	To avoid loss of balance when bending, always maintain the alignment of the horse’s outside shoulder within the stream of energy.
It is a common mistake to allow the outside shoulder to pop out.
However, take care not to block forwardness with the outside
rein while tending to alignment, or when re-aligning the outside
shoulder. Besides the primary goal of bending the horse around
the inside leg at the ribs, the aim is to bend the neck halfway up
between the withers and poll – making it laterally hollow where
the inside rein crosses the neck. We must avoid lateral overbending just in front of the withers/shoulders (4.76, Figure 4.1 on page
71). Though alignment (straightness) and balance are inseparable
partners, alignment comes first. See 4.28, 4.68; and Chapter X:
Stages I (10.10), II (10.18), III (10.23)

More bending?
5.9	When asking for more bend, do so gently. It is not necessary to
make the aid stronger, harder or harsher. After all, we are only
looking for a greater degree of bend. Think of bending only as a
request or invitation. If the horse seems against the inside rein, do
not force the bend. Repeatedly interrupt the asking with small,
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5

5.10

tactful gives, little ‘softenings’ or ‘diffusions’, even before the horse
has given! It is a clear yet subtle, living request, entirely void of
confrontation (4.62, 4.79). The inside rein asks, the outside rein
allows and/or limits the amount of bend as the moment requires.
Be sure to have all the concepts stated in 5.10 well organized.
‘Feathering’ can also be used (7.7, 7.8). Review the details about
causes for unevenness in the reins and crookedness and how to
overcome them (7.11, 10.11).

Bending needs a foundation
5.10	Though it is entirely acceptable to use an active inside rein as part
of the bending influence, it is by no means always necessary to do
so. Before using an active bending aid with the inside rein, attend
to the following points:
a)	First emphasize the inside seat bone a bit more (51:50) by
stretching the inside ‘pillar’ (3.12) and by showing the front of
the inside arm pit a bit more (chest through the shoulders);
b) Turn the inside toe inward and snuggle the knee gently into the
saddle flap (4.82);
c)	Stretch down through the inside knee and heel; have a little
more weight in the inside stirrup iron (let the inside heel say
the same thing as the inside seat bone, a);
d)	‘Flow’1 the inside seat bone energy towards the horse’s outside
shoulder.
Though mentioned separately, these points come into play simultaneously, orchestrally. They help us experience the importance
of basing all aids in appropriate seat/position attitudes, rather
than aiding mainly with the extremities: arms/hands/legs. See
Note to 4.19 for exceptions. Once the bend has been achieved,
we must neutralize or equalize the above aids (in that bent state),
and send the horse forward through the ‘bent channel’ formed
by our seat bones/legs/reins. Only if the horse loses the bend or
1 Use of the word ‘flow’ in this regard was contributed by Sue Terrall.
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if we deliberately wish to change the bend should we reapply the
above-mentioned bending influences.

Nuts and bolts
5.11 	A well-let-down, resting seat together with suitable position
attitudes are indispensable for effective guidance. This mainly
involves being able to direct the energy from either seat bone
independently, or both seat bones simultaneously. As an integral
part of this, we must be able to turn the upper body from the
waist in the direction we are going; and/or be able to have a more
forward emphasis from one hip/seat bone with or without turning
the upper body – that is, ‘turning the bar stool’. See Wilhelm
Müseler’s Riding Logic: exercises lying flat on one’s back on the
floor, lifting one hip off the ground at a time.

5

5.11

A little shift
5.12	A horse will only consistently follow slight shifts of the rider’s
weight when the horse is balanced and when the rider remains
absolutely central during the guiding influence (no leaning, tilting,
collapsing anywhere) (7.8).

Seat guidance
5.13	The technicalities for guiding or turning the horse from the seat
are:
a) 	Rest equally on both seat bones, then emphasize the inside hip
more forward (‘hips parallel to the horse’s hips’).
b) 	Turn the upper body in the direction you intend to go (shoulders parallel to horse’s shoulders). But do not exaggerate this,
and be sure to keep the outside shoulder nicely back and down,
as opposed to rounding it forward while turning the upper
body slightly in.
c) 	Without changing the location of the seat bones, increase the
stretched presence of the inside leg through the heel in the
stirrup iron (do not jam it down, just feel it gently);
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d) 	While sending the horse nicely forward, we must point him in
the desired direction with our hips (seat bones) and navel energy.
Feel and point the whole horse to go there i.e. ride the horse’s
body, not just the head and neck! The entire aiding orchestra
is involved in this – literally every cell in the rider’s body! Yet,
this has nothing to do with strength or being busy. Guiding is a
subtle influence, forcefulness will not bring success (6.8, 7.8).

5

5.14

e) 	Doing some turns on the haunches can be helpful to get the
feeling for the orchestral aiding influence needed during general
guiding.
Note Just as with the rein aids, when aiding from the seat, do not
ask more with the seat than the horse easily and willingly follows;
doing more than this causes a disconnection to occur between
horse and rider (7.8).

‘Ride’ there, or ‘lead’ there
5.14	We should think of driving the horse in the direction we wish
him to go. Do not pull him there with a predominant inside rein.
Should it be necessary, the inside rein may, nevertheless, subtly
lead the horse where we wish him to go. This applies especially
to young, green horses. Here the inside rein is opened away from
the neck with an inward-forward (not backward) attitude, like
opening a kitchen cupboard; while the outside rein gently keeps
the neck laterally stable (prevents overbending). Both reins must
have equal value while leading to avoid accidentally changing the
bend in the neck during guiding! At first, this may appear to be a
contradiction. But, no indeed, there is a vast difference between
inward leading, and one-sided backward pulling, or unwanted,
accidental changing of the neck bend while guiding.

To master this is bliss!
5.15

Two of the most important guiding concepts to be mastered.
a)	Turning the horse inward. Think: ‘Tiny circle, here!’; or ‘Change
the rein through the circle’; or ‘Turn on the haunches’.
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b)	Move the horse away from the inside leg. Think: ‘Circle increase’; or ‘Leg-yield’.
By thinking of these simple, doable exercises, regardless of where
you are in the school, guidance becomes easier and confrontation
is avoided (4.14).

Serpentines and changing the bend

5

5.16

5.16	Figure 5.1, overleaf, illustrates the concept of how to change the
bend and the rein while riding a large serpentine through the
whole arena, from long side to long side. It shows the importance
of ‘cutting back’ before crossing the centre line (making a ‘ribbon
candy’ form). The capitalized letters pertain to the diagram.
a) 	Begin the change of bend about 1.5m (4–5 feet) before the
centre line. This is initiated with an effective half-halt just
before beginning the change of bend at A.
b) 	Between A and B, we may ‘bend in’ with the inside rein if
necessary, while simultaneously ‘squashing’ the horse’s ribcage
out with the inside seat bone/leg (5.10b, c, d). One could think
of this influence as being a brief circle increase without actually
doing it. Be keenly aware of receiving the horse well on the new
outside rein; and having the outside leg nicely back (5.20b!).
Once the horse has bent in – that is, softened to the bend without
cutting in against the new inside leg.
c) 	Stop the bending influence (relax the bend-in, squash-out idea).
d) 	Between B and C, push both reins forward equally (2mm,
1
⁄10") while sending the horse well forward through the ‘bent
channel of the river banks’ in the new direction of the intended
school figure (see 5.17).
Important Points a) and b) above should be applied strictly separately. An effective half-halt a) must be completed before the
details in b) are implemented. Using a) and b) simultaneously
only causes confrontation and tension. All the concepts described
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5

5.17

Figure 5.1
Figure 5.1 This diagram shows key points for changing the bend and the
rein for a ‘ribbon candy’ serpentine from long side to long side. About four
such loops would fit in a standard 20x40m arena. It will be found helpful to
practice this exercise at the walk first. For details see 5.16, 5.17.

above can also be used in a more subtle way any time we want to
change the bend or the rein.

Give on both reins equally
5.17	Avoid the common mistake of giving more on the outside rein
after the half-halt, or giving more on the inside rein after the
bending aid. Both reins should be given forward absolutely evenly
towards the horse’s mouth after any and every rein aid; encouraging and fully trusting the horse to follow his nose through that bent
channel. Be sure to make long, honest, confident, trusting gives
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